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i drove the car for twenty-five laps. i was driving a
600 hp engine and could burn through the tires very
quickly. i was afraid to use the brakes, not because i had
to but because i wanted to keep the car from skidding. in
racing, traction is always a problem. but my car was so
new, the wet conditions and the tires were working fine.
i got to know the car pretty well. the car was old, but
was very quick. it was easy to tell that the chassis was
racing. it was light and nimble and had plenty of
torsional strength. the car was not much of a driver's
car. it seemed to follow the driver and not the track. the
car had about as much cornering ability as a volkswagen
beetle. one of the great moments of the race was when i
had to cross the sixteenth-mile marker. the front tires
were completely flat. all i could do was drive with the
rear wheels skidding sideways. so that was the end of
my race. i was on my way to the pits, thinking, this is
fun. i made it back to the pits in one piece. the most
advanced component of a race car is the chassis. it has
to be strong, stiff, and light enough to allow the driver to
go fast with enough control. how does a race car stay
the same from year to year? build a better chassis. it is
the single most important item in a race car and is built
to survive the car and driver. the suspension is an
integral part of the chassis, working in unison to keep
the weight of the car as low as possible while protecting
the driver from bumps, roughness, and cornering forces.
in a race car, it is the most important component. the
steering system is a critical part of the race car because
it has to maintain the car on the racetrack. a good
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steering system is necessary to allow a driver to react
quickly and precisely to changes in direction, bumps,
and corners.
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bruce loved to have fun at the track, and he also loved
to beat his competition. when he was in a porsche, he
would often run up front with the factory team, but he
also ran very competitively with the factory teams, as
well. one of the most remarkable things i remember

about bruce was that he always had very competitive
cars, as well as very competitive drivers. at the time,
bruce was at a very unique point in his life. he was a

single, male, 26-year-old. he had, however, been
married twice before, and he had children. he didn’t

have a lot of money. he worked as a high school science
teacher, but also as a taxi cab driver. he often said that
the reason he chose to drive a porsche speedster was

because it was the only car in which he could drive, and
still make a living. he was an extremely confident and

successful driver. he had very good reflexes, and he was
also extremely quick and accurate with his steering

inputs. this made him a very, very good driver. he could
drive on the limit, and he could brake very well. he was
also very good at dealing with bumps and ruts. he was

very good at getting the car into a good line, and he was
a great driver of turn in and out of corners. bruce was

also very good at dealing with the very tricky conditions
of racetracks in colorado. the racing tracks in colorado

are built in very steep, very bumpy, and very slick
places. bruce was also very good at steering fast, over-
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steered cars. he was a very good driver. he also raced a
twin-turbo 911 for two years. these were considered

high-testosterone cars, and drivers of the time usually
drove either twin-turbo, or just a twin-turbo. however, he

was too late for the twin-turbo 911. the car was too
heavy and expensive. but it was a very interesting car.
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